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I wanted to work on computer games ever since I
saw Zaxxon as a small child. I spent my youth
in arcades, with my Commodore Plus-4 and in
front of a PC.
I was employed as a level designer, 3D artist,
effect artist and tool programmer. I mentored
people, designed workflows, negotiated
between departments and since I had fun in
each role I became a technical artist.
For the past 6 years I’ve been focusing on
enterprise applications of realtime engines. I find it
fun to use my “interactive 3D” experience in a different
context, from art projects to industrial training systems.
Since 2020 I've been mostly working for AnamXR : We created pixel streaming
based experiences for Farfetch&Burberry, Pangaia, Marni and Adidas.

Each project was based on our evolving core interaction framework: It has
product configurator mechanics, autopilot for low friction navigation, touch
controls, an abstraction layer for standardized communication to and from the
web backend.

We also took on more artsy projects like the one for the EBIT Collective:

In our projects I handled pretty much everything related to Unreal: Level
design, special effects, UI and interaction design, programming (Blueprints),
asset management, web communications.

I created art assets (Modo, Filter Forge, Affinity Designer), checked and
optimized incoming assets (manually or using Houdini).

I also wrote the asset creation
guidelines for contractors.
Since many of them never
worked on an interactive 3D
project I included game-dev
tips and tricks as well, not just
the technical requirements.
I had to develop our workflow
to process assets coming from
Marvelous Designer.

My latest pet project is called “VFX playground” is where I focus on special
effects:

I aim to be a self-propelled vfx artist who can cover not just materials and
particles but texture creation, modeling, animation, audio and related game
logic.
In this project I used Motionbuilder for character animation, Bitwig Studio for
sounds, EmberGen for fluid flipbooks, Filter Forge for a few textures, Modo for
modeling.

I’m fascinated by the recent
developments in machine learning so
I used DALL-E to generate the chalk
drawings on the floor and for the
concept art of the unicorn.

I developed an effect management module which made
integrating vfx with the rest of the code easier: This
abstraction layer provided me with a flexible way to
build effects using standard and custom components.
The produced “effect” classes are used elsewhere in a
“fire&forget” manner: creation, effect mechanics
(random child selection, timers, parameter setting, etc)
and cleanup are all handled automatically.

I like being a technical artist because it involves both art creation and
programming.
One of my more art-heavy projects recently was an arch-viz experiment in
Unreal Engine 4, called A Strange House.

Everything in the scene is dynamic, including global illumination, thanks to
Nvidia’s VXGI.
I used the Artomatix ArtEngine AI based tool to extend the scope of
Substance textures.
Most of the programming was about creating editor tools in Blueprints for
animating the thousands of pieces.
Another pet project started out as prototype for exploring the procedural
animation of a tank tread-like continuous track made up of high-tech links.
The machine could roll, crawl and tiptoe:

After I got the core game logic was working I
replaced the gray boxes with art assets I made
using Modo, Houdini and Substance Painter.

A more programming focused project is my Mesh Processor for Houdini.
The goal here was to create a workflow where most of the tedious donkey
work is done by the machine. The pipeline is continuously tested with assets
from different scenes:

Before freelancing I was working as a senior technical artist at Aimotive. The
company is developing self driving cars and my department was responsible
for the simulator, called aiSim, which was used to train and test the AI.

The virtual environment was created using Unreal Engine 4. Originally I was
hired as an Unreal expert to train the team for using the engine. After my
coworkers got up to speed I transitioned into a more traditional tech artist
role: developing workflows, creating materials and blueprints. My
responsibilities included modular vehicles, a modular character and animation
system, the weather manager and editor side tools.
After Unreal was retired I was working on OpenDrive compatible Houdini
Digital Assets.
Read mode about my work on aiSim…

Aside of these projects I’m doing
some consulting on the side. I
really enjoy jumping between tasks,
styles and genres: one week I’m
researching polyhedra generation
for an RTS while the next I’m
creating Unreal editor tools for a
client. One day it’s brainstorming
about a cave VR system then the
next I help eliminating lightmap
artifacts.

I’ve been also mentoring people so
they could solve their problems or
express their ideas. It's a great
feeling when things click and the
mentee has that "aha!" moment.
Mentoring taught me many things
too, made me realize how a
technical artist has to be not just a
coder and an artist but a bit of a
psychologist too: understanding
people and their mindset is just as
important to the development as the
technical requirements.
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